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IONIZATION IN FLAMES OF VARIOUS. OEO^IC ,SIIB.Smi[SlS.

1.

Introduction.

The study of the phenomenon of detonation in internal
combustion engines has recently given rise to many subsidiary problems
of fundamental importance. It has been suggested by many writers that
ionization is one of the chief causes of detonation, thou^ no relation
has yet been discovered between the former and the latter. Up till now
attention has been devoted mainly to the study of ionization in gaseous
explosions.

The object of the present experiments was to determine the

correlation, if any, between the degree of ionization of various substanftl >
in flames and the amount of detonation in an engine cylinder charged wi
fuels containing these substances.
The range of investigation includes an experimental study of
ionization in flames of hexane, ether, alcohol, coal gas, etc., and the
effect of adding iron carbonyl, amyl nitrite, etc., - substances v&ich
alter the hipest useful compression ratio (H.U.C.R.) ^ of a fuel.
All gases conduct electricity, but very delicate apparatus Is
required to show that some gases in their natural state possess this
property even to a small extent.

Unless ions have been produced by

raising the temperature, by exposure to active rays, or by some other
method, all gases are relatively good insulators.
One/

The E.UTC.R. is the highest compression ratio which it is worth
vdiile to emplojrwith a given fuel. If the compression is raised above
this limit excessive detonation leading to pre^ignition and loss of
power is obtained. For full information on this subject reference ie
made to the Aeronautical Research Committee publication, R. & M.No,lO'/<
on Dopes and Detonation by Callendar, King, and Sims.

5.

One of the oldest methods of obtaining gases in an ionised
state is by producing flame.

Giese,

2

by studying the electrical propel

of gases coming from flames ; discovered the theory which is now used to
explain gaseous conductivity.

The current passing between two electrode

at different potentials immersed in gaseous media is at present consideï
to be due to the movement of the electrons toward the anode and the
positive ions towards the cathode.

The mobility of the former is of a

higher order than the latter, except possibly when the electrons become
attached to neutral atoms.

At hi^er temperatures the neutral atoms (lli

gaseous elements dissociate into ions(M) and electrons (e ) in the folloij
manner: +

M ^

M

+ E

— Ü,

where U is the energy absorbed in the process.
Saha^ assuming that the electron is a monatomic gas of atomic
weight 1/1836 and the energy XJ to be the product of the ionization
potential and the electronic charge, has recently developed a theory of
thermal ionization of gaseous elements at h i ^ temperatures which has
received confirmation by experiments with salt vapours in flames at
particular temperatures by Noyes and Wilson,^ Barnes,^ and for variation
in temperature by the writer^.
n

Garner and Saunders,

by using an Einthoven galvanometer for

measuring the percentage of ionization occurring in explosions of hydrogl
and oxygen, found that Saha’s theory holds approximately for gaseous
explosions and therefore that the ionization is mainly thermal as in
flames/

\ Wied. Ann., 17,519, 1882.
\ Phil. Mag., 40,478, 1920;
^ Astroph7 Jour., 57,20, 1923.
5 Physical Rev., February; 1924;
5 Phil. Mag., Vol. 3, January, 1927.
Trans. Far. Soc., October, 1926.

6.

flames.

The similarity between the origin of ionization in flames a m

explosions suggests that the present experiments may throw li^t or
shadow on the views expressed by other writers on the relation between
ionization and detonation^ concerning which there is much diversity of<
opinion.

2. MeftSTaemegt of iQniaatLlQnSince the mobility of the electrons is so great compared witi
that of the positive ions, the current passing between two electrodes
immersed in the excited flame medium is almost solely due to the
electricity carried by the electrons. Accordingly, the electrical
conductivity is proportional to the number of electrons present, and
since the number of electrons is equal to the number of positive ions,
the conductivity may be taken as a measure of the ionization.

The

specific conductivity at a point in the region between the electrodes
depends upon the potential gradient at the point as well as the current
per unit area of one of the electrodes, guarded to ensure that the 11
of force between the electrodes go straight across.

The present

experiments were not intended to measure the absolute value of the
ionization, and no measurement of the potential gradient at various
points between the electrodes was made; it was therefore unnecessary to
have one of the electrodes guarded.

Precautions were taken to keep

electrodes at a constant distance apart, to keep their position coBsW |
in the flame and to Is^ep the temperature of the flame constant; the aï®*^
of the electrodes and the difference of potential between the latter
remained unchanged.

The current under these conditions is practicall?

a measure of the degree of ionization.

3./

7.

3.

,^aGEiDtlQn of Appftrataa-

Two platinum electrodes each 3é centimetre square were placed
just over the inner cone of an ordinary bunsen flame.

They were made of

thick foil and welded to wires % millimetre in thickness.

The wire

connected to the cathode was made of platinum, but the anode was attached ^
to the junction of two wires, one made of platinum, the other of platin#
rhodium.

The temperature of the anode could therefore easily be kept

constant, the wires leading to the anode being connected to a
meter supplied by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company.

millivolt
The

horizontal distance between the electrodes was a little over a centimetre,
and the distance was kept constant by passing the wires throu^ quartz
tubes of small bore fused together lengthwise.
A battery of small cells supplied a constant potential different
..

of 30 volts between the electrodes and the current passing through the fk
medium was measured by a Kelvin galvanometer, the sensitiveness of iMcli
could be adjusted by a control steel magnet. The deflection on the g aW
meter scale indicated a fairly steady current when the flame was shield^
by a chimney.
The effect of various substances on the conductivity of the
flame was studied, the method of introducing each substance depending ot
its volatility.

The more volatile substances were mixed with the air tefii r

entering the flame; the less volatile substances were burned at the end of
a quartz tube introduced at the mouth of the burner.

Care must be taken

to have the onnnecting wires well insulated and the electrodes free fro®
deposit.

4.

The Flame Constituents.

Since the ionization depei^s on (a) the nature, and (b) the
concentration/

8.

concrnitratlon of the flame constituents, (c) the temperature of the
(d) the distance of the electrodes from one another, and (e) the amount
of deposit on the electrodes, it was necessary to eliminate all these
variables except (a) as far as possible, if the true effect of each
substance was to be determined.

By examination of the table of results

it will be noticed that some substances decrease whilst others increase
the oonductivity of the flame.

The action is not a

catalytic one, W

the variation of the conductivity of the flame is due to the variation
of the cons entrât ion of electrons in the flame.

The presence of substwÿ

of low ionization potential - vftiich is the potential required to give an
electron enough energy to ionize a neutral atom - increases the number oi
electrons present in the flame and therefore increases the current;
substances of h i ^ ionization potential decrease the electron concentrât)
and therefore decrease the current.
The following results with the Bunsen flame and the addition
of various substances are typical of results obtained with other flames
as will be pointed out later.

5.
Substance.

Table of Remilts.
Effect on
Ionization.

Effect on
Detonation

■Nltragen P-oapetuads >
Aniline
Methyl-aniline.
Di-methyl-aniline
Benzyl-ethyl-aniline
Xylldine
Nttrogenrperoxide
Ammonia ~
Phenyl Hydrazine
Amyl-nitrite?
Picric acid.

Sli^tly decreases
do.
do.
Sii^tly increases.
Decreases
do.
do.
Little effect
Markedly decreases
Greatly increases

Delays.
do.
do. slight#'
do.
do.
do.
do.
Markedly induce»*
s u b t l y delays*
s u b t l y induces.
Greatly induces.
Induces.

Cftrbonyla/
o
Information obtained from the report on D>opes and Detonation by
Callendar; King, and Sims^ and from experiments made by the staff
Air Ministry Laboratory.
9 Dark flams between electrodes only.

9.
Effect on
Ionization.

Substance.

Carbcmyla

Effect on
Detonation.

.q

Iron-carbonyl
Nickel-carbony1

Greatly increases
do.
do.

Greatly delays,
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
Cooling effect

Greatly induces
Little effect.
Induces.

Prganig
Benzoyl-peroxide
Hydrogenrperoxide
Ether

Halo,sens, and Halogen
PQfflpggnda.
Iodine
Greatly increases
Bromine
do.
do
Ethylene dihrondne
do.
do.
Acetylene tetra- bromide. Increases
Chloroform
Greatly increases
Dichlorethylene
do.
do.

Delays
s u b t l y induces,
do.
delays
do.
do.
Little effect,
s u b t l y induces.

Aldebydas.
Valeraldehyde
Propylaldehyde
Paraldehyde
OenantholAcetaldehyde

Slightly decreases
Decreases
S u b t l y decreases
do.
do.
do.
do.

Lead Xylyl
Greatly increases
Ethyl fluid
do.
do.
Carbonrdisulphide Decreases '
Tin oleate
Greatly increases
Sulphonal
- do.
decreases
Water
Cooling effect
Ethyl alcohol
do.
do.

Eli^tly delays.
Little effect.
Sli^tly delays.
Little effect.
S u b t l y delays.

Markedly delays
Greatly delays.
Delays.
Little effect.
Delays.
do.
do.

Bro.erlment8 with IMff.rent glamafl.

Various experiments were made to confirm the results tabulated
above by using flames other than the ordinary Bunsen. The influence of tl
various substances on the ionization in a hexane flame was examined and
thereafter the ionization in flames of the substances themselves was
determined.
The/

^0

Beddishrbrown deposit on cathode only.
"Ethyl fluid” consists of a mixture of lead-tetra-ethyl and ethyl«o®
dibromide in the proportion of 3 grams of the former to 2 grams of the
latter.

10.

The method of producing the hexane flame consisted in horning
a mixture of air and hexane vapour at the ends of four small quartz tubea
which were sealed with sealing-wax to a rubber stopper.

A long flame waj

thus produced and the electrodes were placed in the flame just over the
inner cones.

j

The rubber stopper was fitted to a vessel containing cotton

wool soaked in hexane throu^ which a stream of air was passed.

The air

vdiich was supplied under sli^t pressure from a ten-gallon drum, was dried*
and freed from carbondioxide by passing through a tower of granular calch ^
chloride, then throu^ soda-1 ime and then by bubbling throu^ concentrated
sulphuric acid.

The flow of air was adjusted by means of a screw clip

The cathode became coated with deposit very easily and since thecurrent varies very greatly with the amount of deposit on the cathode It
was necessary to make each experiment as quickly as possible.

The hexane

was doped with each substance in turn and the results obtained were exact| i
similar to those given in the above table.
To complete the investigation, the hexane vessel was replaced
by a weighing bottle containing the substance in liquid form to be e:
The weighing bottle was surrounded by a beaker of water placed on an iron
plate vftiich could be heated at will by a Bunsen flame.
less volatile substances were vaporised.

In this way the

The air in some cases bubbled

throu^ the liquid and in others merely passed over the surface, the extei| ;
of the contact of the air with the liquid being varied to give the ndxlntf»
strength desired.

The amount of liquid used during each experiment vias

determined by weiring the bottle and contents before and after.

In thii

way the mixture strength used in each case was kept constant. The
temperature, of course, was kept constant as before by using the platifl®*’
rhodium thermocouple. Those substances in the foregoing table which
be/

11.
be used in this m y gave results which showed that flames of substances
which increase or decrease the ionization of a Bunsen flwae possess
electrical conductivity to a greater or less degree respectively.
In addition flames of "B.P.” petrol, benzene, pentane, acetone
pseudocumol, turpentine, and various mixtures were used; a mixture of ti
substances was found to give a flame the conductivity of which lies bets ^
the separate conductivities of the two substances, e.g., "B.P.” petrol «
carbondi sulphide.

The current obtained with "B.P.” petrol along m s

0.7 microanq)., with CS2 along O .03 microamp., with a mixture containing
25 per cent. CS2 , and 75 per cent, petrol 0.1 microamp.

7 . C,Qn<ilttal.Qn*
It is evident from these results that althou^ in many cases
knock-inducers increase and anti-knocks decrease the ionization of
flames, this is by no means generally so.

Consequently, Wendt and

Grimms’ theory^^ that the advance of free electrons before the flame
front ionizes the unburnt gas, thus increasing the rate of flame
propagation and causing detonation, does not seem at all possible in th
light of the present results.

If this theory were correct an increase

in the ionization of the flame would increase the rate of flame propa^:
and induce detonation.

But the carbonyls do not behave in this mann^*|:;

Neither does the view of Charch, Mack, and Boord

that tlw

is a direct relationship between the intensity of detonation and ion!®»*'
receive confirmation.

Certainly for particular substances ionization

increase with increase of knocking since there is a rise in temperaturef i '
the degree of ionization is not generally a criterion from which to
the/

J.Ind. Eng. Chem., 1924, 16,890,
^ J.Ind. Ei^. Chem.^April, 1926.

12.

the intensity of detonation, for the carbonyls become exceedingly
ionised in flames and the nitrites remain relatively in the nettral
state whereas the former tend to delay, the latter to induce, detonatl
We must therefore conclude that, although ionization acorn
detonation as it does all flame phenomena, there is no simple relatio:
between them.

Ionization does not appear to be either a cause or

of detonation, but mainly a temperature effect.
'

i

13.

TEÉ ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF VAHJÜRS AND

1.

XntoduQtlcm*

The problem of the slow beginning of combustion of liquid
fuels has up till very recently remained relatively obscure.

The chemig

of the subject has been dealt with by Callendar, King, Mardles, Stem
and Fowler, ^ in their recent explanation of the cause of detonation in
engines using liquid fuel.

The object of the present experiments was

study the physical aspect of slow combustion, in the li^t of the ionic
theory of the electrical properties of gases which has been developed ani
established by Sir J.J. Thomson and others.
By comparing the temperature variation of the rate of chemical
action wdth that of thermionic emission at the surface of metals in the
presence of various reacting gases. Brewer^ has shown that chemical actio
is in that case intimately related to the physical processes occurring#
Whilst the chemical action immediately preceding detonation in an engine
cylinder has now been explained^, it is possible that as in the above cflfl
the mechanism of the action may be explained on the ionic theory.

The

following experiments were prosecuted to lead the way to such an explan®*^
Callendar* s nuclear theory of detonation ^ led the writer to investigate
the electrical conductivity of liquid drops.

2.

Description of Apparatus.

The method of producing slow oxidation of gaseous mixtures vas
similar/

1

Engineering, Feb.4th, 11th, l8i;h, 1927.
I Broc .Hat. Acad. Sc., September, 1926.
^ Aero, Res. Comm., R. & M., 1013, 1925.
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similar to that used by Mardles,^ a brief description of which will
be given.

Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement.

fig.

1.

A, Air inlet. C, Calcium chloride. D, Ten gallon drun.
E, Flatinum or gold electrodee aid platinumrrhodium
thermocouple. F, Electric furnace with resistance
control. L, Soda lime. B, Filter pump. Q, Quartz tubes.
T, Combustion tubes. TJ, Sulphuric acid. 7, Vaporiser.
Air supplied under sli^t pressure from a tenrgallon drum wsas dried
and freed from carbon dioxide before entering the vaporiser, the rate ^
flow being adjusted by means of a screw clip.

The air was bubbled tbra|

the liquid in the vaporiser if a rich mixture of vapour and air were
desired, but to obtain a lean mixture the air was merely passed over the
surface as in the figure.

By raising or lowering the vaporiser relatijéi

to the tube which in the case of a rich mixture dips into the liquid#
various mixture strengths could be obtained.

The mixture of air and

vapour was passed throu^ a combustion tube, the temperature of which
could be adjusted by means of a Gallenkan^ electric furnace with resists
control.
The combustion tubes varied from 2 ft. 6 ins. in length, the
diameter varied from 30 mm. to 15 mm. and both quartz and glass tubes
used.

For comparative purposes tubes 15 ins. long and 15 ram. in

diameter were used, and since the electrical conductivity of the gaseo®»
mixtures was found not to depend on the material of the tube; the tubes
were of glass, except for h i ^ temperatures, when quartz tubes were
The pressure in the combustion tube was atmosÿieric approximately, shw®
only a sli^t increase of pressure was xfôcessary to maintain the flov
of the mixtures.
Two electrodes, originally made of platinum and l a t e r repl*®®^
by/

MtiiiBiiiijiiiiM

15.
by gold were made of thick foil and were % cm. square.

They were

fused and soldered in the case of platinum and gold respectively to win
% mm. in diameter.

Two wires, one made of platinum a M the other of

platinumrrhodium, had their junction at the anode; the wire connected
to the cathode was of platinum.

Surrounded by quartz tubes of small ‘bon

fused together lengthwise, these wires were kept insulated from the gasei
mixtures.

The electrodes were thus rigidly placed nearly a centimetre

apart.
The temperature was measured by connecting the wires from the
anode to a millivoltmeter supplied by the Cambridge Scientific Instruneat
Company.

The electrodes being kept at a constant potential difference of

30 volts by means of a battery of small cells, the current passing betwes
the electrodes was measured by a galvanometer of the Lord Kelvin type
In the experiments with liquid drops air supplied by a compresi
air cylidder passed through a sprayer mechanically similar to that used
... '
...... . ■■ ■'
4
the writer in experiments with salt vapours in flames.
The mixture of
air and spray entered the combustion tube where the air and vapour ml]
entered in the experiments with vapours.

+
The neutral atoms (M) are dissociated into ions (M) and eleotrc

(E) according to the equation: U

+

M

+
M

+

—
E,

where U is the quantity of energy absorbed in dissociation.
Since the mobility of the electrons is of a higher order tibftntl
of the ions the conductivity of the medium depends mainly on the number
free/

^ Phil. Mag., Vol.Ill,, p, 128, 1927.

16.
E

free electrons present.

Ionization in gases at normal températures is é,

a low order of magnitude and can only be measured by very delicate
apparatus.
The apparatus described above vaas sufficiently sensitive to
measure the electrical conductivity of an ordinary Bunsen flame with 1%
than 1 per cent, of error.

The degree of ionization in a salt-free

flame was taken as the standard relatively to which ionization in the
media could be described as of a low or high order of magnitude,
ionization in flames containing alkali salt vapours is of a h i ^ order
of magnitude.^

I

6. The Electrical Conductivity of
.TapQiaraJtoini: lBclplgDt.,.P.ofltogt.lg,a»
Lean mixtures with air of pure ether, normal hexane, phenol,
aniline, iodine, toluidine, and combinations of these were successively
passed throu^ the combustion tube and the temperature in each case s
raised to the point of inflammation or explosion.

At first no displ

of the galvanometer was observed, but after the mixture had passed thr
the tube for a short time a current was obtained.

On dismantling the

apparatus it was discovered that the measured conductivity was due to
deposits on the electrodes.

Consequently, the combustion tube and

were carefully cleaned after each experiment and the temperature was
raised as quickly as possible so that the electrical arrangements shoidd
not be fouled.

In every case the ionization was found to be of a low

order of magnitude, no deflection of the galvanometer being obtained*
The mixture strengths were then increased until it was fouB^
with rich mixtures of the less volatile sid)stances ionization was qudto
pronounced above 400® C,

Before any displacement of the galvanometer

observed/
5 H.A.Wilson. Phil. Trans. A, p,63, 1915.

17.
observed, however, a thick fog appeared in the combustion tube.

Hot

until such a fog m s formed was the medium measurably electrically
conductive.
At this stage it seemed quite definite that ionization in ^
vapours during slow combustion was of a low order of mgnitude and the
results were summed up by Callendar^ thus; "No trace of ionization oott
be detected until the temperature was raised to the point of inflamw#
when the intense ionization which almys accon5>anies flame m s
apparent".
Subsequently, mixtures of hydrogen and acetylene with air
appeared to be exceptions to this rule, but it m s discovered that ■
conductivity obtained in these later experiments m s due to leakage hi
the electrodes owing to the accumulation of various substances in the
quartz tubes of small bore surrounding the wires leading to the electrj
llVhen the quartz tubes used in previous experiments had been removed
new ones substituted no conductivity m s obtained in rich or lean mi
of hydrogenrair and acetylene-air.

These experiments show that unies;

total insulation of the electrodes is ensured misleading results may h
obtained.
It is also important to make the time of each experimeit as
as possible in order to prevent the electrodes from becoming fouled,
an exanple of the m y a small deposit on the electrodes and supportW
quartz tubes affects the results, an experiment with hexane-air will ^
cited,

insist with a fairly rich mixture of hexane-air with tubes and

electrodes completely free from foulness no current could be obtained^
to éOQO G., with tubes and electrodes vhicdi had become fouled throu#^
time taken to make the experiment at 500® C,, the displacement on the
galvanometer/

18.

galvanometer scale m s l80, the indicator of the Ayrton shunt being
at 300.

5.
EisidLKOdsa.
That the presence of platinum had a marked effect on the
combustion of the substances in the combustion tube m s not at all obvii
if the temperature of the tube were taken to be that measured by the
platinumrrhodium theromocouple. It m s the discovery of this so-called
catalysis vhich led the writer to substitute gold electrodes for the
platinum ones.

With gold electrodes no surface action m s apparent.

The temperature of the middle part of the furnace m s msured
by a Callendar platinum ther mometer reading on a Whipple indicator.
On heating the furnace, combustion of the hydrogenrair mixture m s obs
by the formation of water in the TJ-tube after the mixture had passed
the combustion tube.

The hydrogen m s supplied by a cylinder of comirea

hydrogen and, after gently bubbling through concentrated SKlphuric acid,
joined the flow of air from the tenrgallon drum before entering the
combustion tube.
The temperature of the furnace as measured by the Callendar
platinum thermometer and the temperature of the electrodes as measured#
the platinumrrhodium thermocouple were exactly the same until combostiofl
commenced, when the temperature of the electrodes rose rapidly but that
the furnace continued increasing slowly at its former rate.

Fig. 11 s W

the variation of the temperature of the furnace with that of the elect^od^
for a 50 per cent, mixture of hydrogenrair.

The chemical catalytic acliofl

of platinum seems therefore to be due to surface combustion.

6./

|

T£ffP£Rf1TUR£

I

</) <
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6. The Electrical Gunductivity of Liquid
Droua-Alr Systems Poring Incipient qombUBtion.

The only modification in the apparatus used in the preceding
experiments in order to measure the electrical conductivity of liquid dii
was that already mentioned.

Since rich mixtures of vapour were previ

found to he measurably conductive after fog formation it was expected t
liquid drops should have the same order of conductivity.

This m s fouad;

be so; about 3Û0°C, there m s a sufficient number of free electrons inti
vapour surrounding the drops to cause a measurable current to flow bet#
the electrodes.
300®C, to 500®C.

The temperature of each substance m s raised gradually|
Throu^out this range the conductivity increased

exponentially with the temperature for each substance.

With the treme:

increase of free electrons, the drops mast becone positively charged to
h i ^ degree, but, since they move very slowly relatively to the electr
the current is due almost entirely to the movement of the free electronsi
Figures 111 , IV, V, and VI, give the experimental results for
liquid drops of undecane (b.p.range 198-208°C) and undecane mixed with
various organic substances.

Experiments with different mixtures of

and toluidine were carried out, but no relationship could be obtained
mixture strength and conductivity, thou^ for each mixture strength the
conductivity increased exponentially with the temperature as in the ahtrg
experiments.

7.

Influence nf Ultra-Violet Radiation.

The combustion tube, made of quartz, m s surrounded by a coll'
nichrome wire which m s used instead of the furnace to heat the tube*
Another quartz tube of similar dimensions m s placed side by side witl
axis at a distance of two centimetres from the axis of the combustion
This/

20.

This second quartz tube formed part of a mercury arc lamp supplied by
HewittIc Electric Company Ltd., and was filled with luminous mercury

i

rich in ultra-violet light.
It was found that although the action of the li^t lowered th
temperature of initial combustion, it did not supply enough energy to
measurable ionization in the case of the combustion of vapours nor did;
raise the conductivity of the liquid drops systons to an appreciable ez
At first it was thought to induce considerable ionization after e%poL__
but further experiments showed that during the time of exposure deposit
had been formed on the electrodes.

The increase of ionization was due;

the fouling of the electrodes only.

8.

Discussion of Results.

The main conclusions from these experiments are that the slow
combustion of a disperse system of liquid drops of various organic
substances in air is accompanied by profuse liberation of electrons an
that in mixtures of vapours and air. comparatively few electrons are
present.

The importance of these conclusions with regard to internal

combustion engines will now be indicated.
It is well known that liquid drops persist in an engine cyli
at temperatures far higher than are required for their evaporation.
effect is due to the increase of pressure necessarily accompanying incr»
of temperature.

A review of this subject has been given by Callendar#

Consider one particular volume of the engine cylinder.

Supp»»^

the temperature of this volume to be suddenly increased relatively to
of the rest of the cylinder.

The liquid drops vhich exist in this

particular volume will evaporate and the substance of which the drops
composed will now exist in the molecular state.
recombine/

The electrons will
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recoBîbine with most of the positive ions into vdiich the drops have
divided, and consequently the quantity TJ in page 15 liberated will be
very large.
The fact that ignition occurs at a lower temperature in
mixtures of gaseous fuels containing liquid drops than in a completely
vaporised mixture may be accounted for by this supply of energy from tW
recombination of the electrons and ions.

"Detonation", says Callendar^
;

"requires the simultaneous ignition of a considerable proportion of the
mixture by something uniformly distributed through the mixture iteelf",
It is probable that such ignition may be started in detonation of the
nuclear type by the source of self-ignition explained by the present
experiments.

PIG. 111.
Undecane and Miscellaneous Antiknockers A
B
C
D

Undecane plus trace of iron carbonyl.
do.
do. saturated solution of iodine.
do.
do.
do. 1 0 % carbonrdi sulphide.

Undecane and Nitrogen Compounds E
P
G
H
J
K

Nitrobenzene.
Nitroxylol.
Undecane.
do. plus 1056 phenylhydrazine.
do.
do. nitroxylol.
do.
do. nitrobenzene.

Undecane and aromatic bases ahd phenols L
M
N
0
P
Q
R

Cresol.
Undecane plus 5% aniline .
do.
do.
phenol.
do.
do .10% xylidine.
do. 10% toluidine.
do.
do.
do.
do. 10% cresol.
PIG./
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m j i .
Undeeane and Alcohols S
T
TJ
T
W
X
Z

Benzyl alcohol .
TJndecane plus 10% ethyl alcohol.
do.
do. do. benzyl alcohol,
do.
do.
do. do. amyl alcohol.
Ethyl alcohol.
Amyl alcohol.

350

FiE.m.

4S0

FIB.13^.

5Û Û ° C -

300

350

400

FIE.T.

m

SOÛ

FIB.TT

c.

a? .
P A E T

IONIZATION A m

3.

CHEMICAL CH&EG-E EDEIEG SLOW COMBUSTION.

1. loalgatlpjg and-^oar .(Wmatiaa.

Althot^ it is well known that flames are h i^ly ionized it
does not appear certain vôiether slow combustion is accompanied by any
liberation of electrons since the h i ^ temperatures at #iich most gases
become conducting are not attained.
During the period of incipient oxidation vhich precedes comTmlj
important changes occur in the gas mixture rendering the mixture highly
sensitive to inflammation.

Thus, Bone, Eraser and Witt^have recently

demonstrated that with mixtures of methane and oxygen when an electric
spark is passed, there is a definite lag or induction period followed ly
the propagation of a "^ost-like flame” throu^ the mixture before main
combustion occurs; with a condenser discharge-spark, of 8 microfarads aA
lOOO volts, combustion immediately started with an intense luminosity in
the region of the spark -vdiere strong ionization would occur.
Experiments conducted by passing gas mixtures throu^ heated ^
to determine whether there was any difference in the spontaneous ignltW
temperature and degree of peroxidation of a system of liquid droplets a
vapour respectively in air showed that not only with the drops did the
mixture catch fire at a considerably lower temperature but inflammation
occurred at still lower t^iperatures in tubes in vhich inflammation had
just occurred, indicating that something remained in the tube from the i
burnt gases to sensitize the fresh mixture.
Subsequently/
1 Proc.Eoy.Soc., AJJ4., 442, 1927.
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Subsequently it was found that ionization occurred more
extensively and at lower temperatures with the system of droplets durlg;
slow combustion than with the vapours, when ionization only became
appreciable at the temperature of inflammation.
The possible importance of ionization on the propagation of
the flame was suggested by Sir J .J.Thomson who pointed out that electros^
emiesion from the flame front into the adjacent unburnt gas layers would
prepare the way for the flame, and recently considerable attention has li
paid to ionization in the internal combustion engine where detonation in
the familiar form of "knocking” or "pinking” occurs with certain classes
of fuels with the accompaniment of intense ionization.

The hypothesis t

"anti-knockers" such as lead tetra ethyl or iron carbonyl absorb electrtaj
has been tested,

and it would appear that the large ionization

value and radiant energy emission, althou#i an accompaniment, is not the
cause of detonation.
The important part in detonation that can be played by electron
followsfrom H.L.Callendar’s nuclear drop theory which

in brief accounts

for the "knocking" in the petrol combustion engine by the spontaneous

i;
ignition of the system of droplets of fuel separated during compression.
The electrons could act as nuclei for the condensate so that the gas
mixture is dispersed with electrified droplets at the surface of vdiich
combustion begins.

The electric charge would also tend to increase the
o
specific surface and to lower the vapour pressure, whilst also sensitiï

the molecule to chemical change.

Thus Lind & Bardwell have shown ^ t W

complete/
2

Wendt and Grimm, J.Ind. & Bng.Chem., 1924, l6, 890.
J Clark, Brugmann & Thee, ibid., 1925, 17, 1226;
Gamer & Saunders, Trans. Far.Soc., October, 1926.
I Bennett, ibid., 1927^.
Gailendar, Aer.Hes.Comm., E.& M. No.1013, 1925.
,
p Gailendar, King, Hardies, Stern and Fowler, "Engineering", Feb. 1' l
J.J-.Thomson, "Conduction of electricity throu^ gases", 1903»
seq. '
9 J.Amer.Chem.Soc., 1926, 48, 2335.
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complete oxidation of methane occurs read.ily in the presence of gaseous
ions produced by alpha particles.
When a mixture of hexane vapour or acetylene in air is passed
through a heated glass tube at a temperature helow its inflammation poia|
but with occurrence of combustion a mist of pungent odour is formed and,
the mist persists after passing through absorption apparatus designed to
collect the products of slow combustion.

The mist becomes densely giey^

white ydien ultra-violet radiation passes into the reacting gases and the
mist formation and liberation of electrons appear to be simultaneous.
The following results (Table 1) were obtained with a fine spia|
in air of (a) cymene, b,p.l?4° - l?6°C., (b) amyl ether, in presence of
ultra violet light.

(a) Sfimp.

oiiasmdLiûû-

(b) T q b e -

Observation.

275^0

Incipient oxidation
indicated by formation
of aldehydes and
peroxides.

120®C.

Incipient oxidation
indicated by formation
of aldehydes and
peroxides.

300®

Ionization with the
accompaniment of a
white fog first
observed.

JOD^

Ionization first
ob served; carbon diozl#
in appreciable quant™,
also observed; pronom»
fog.

450°

Very dense v M t e fog
and pronounced
ionization; combustion
occurring with formation
of carbon dioxide, etc.

516°

Ignition.

571°

Ignition.

Similar results have been obtained with undecane^ and it was
concluded that the presence of liquid drops during slow combustion oau^fl®
a tremendous number of free electrons to exist in the gaseous medium
containing/
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containing the drops.

.

Only sli^t ionization was observed with

of the dilute mixtures when the mist formation was not so apparant
and this raised the question as to whether ionization was due to the
development of surface

the drop forming a home for the electrons o;

whether the mist resulted from the condensation of the products of si
combustion on electrons produced.
Numerous experiments have been carried out from time to t W
by various workers to investigate vhether electrons are liberated dmli
gaseous reactions.

The results are not conclusive although it appeala

that with the use of very sensitive apparatus sli^t ionization has le(
^
"
" "I
detected but the order of magnitude is very much lower than in flames»
A.Pinkus^^ found no ionization with nitric oxide and oxygen
but observed some with nitric oxide and chlorine vhilst more recently
12
Trautz and Henglein
in a paper entitled "The Constancy of electrical
conductivity of gases during chemical reactions" concluded that the
ionization observed by Pinkus was adventitious and that during gaseons
reactioEÆ at moderate temperatures even vdien the heat of reaction la
great no free electrons are produced.
A. K .Brewerhas observed ionization during the catalytic
oxidation of a number of organic substances, e,g, xylene, acetone,aW ^
etc.
The following experiments show that slow combustion is
accompanied by ionization in some cases even ^ e n there is apparently^
absence of liquid drops as for example with carbon monoxide and air*
The main apparatus (Fig.l) and methods eaployed have already
been described^

Small square gold electrodes, 5 m.m# side; 5 m.m.

were fixed in the stream of gas mixture which was passed throu^ the
heated glass tube 12 m.m. diameter.
With/

f

Cf., Sinqjson, 1909, Phil .Trans. A, 209, 379.
Helv.Chim.Acta.l9l6, 1, 141.
Zeit.anorg.chem., 1920, lie, 237.
Proc.NatAcad.of Sciences, 1926, 12, No,9, 560.
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With, a rising temperature the point at which combustion began
was made evident by the formation of oxidation products such as water,
carbon dioxide or peroxides. Not until combustion began, at least, wasj
movement on the galvanometer scale observed and with some mixtures,
especially the more dilute, ionization to any appreciable extent occurr^
only at high temperatures approaching those of the flame.

T O M .IL.
Percentage of Vol

Mixture

Temp,of
Incipient
Combustion.

Temp, of
initial
appreciabls

Hydrogen-air

50% H2

6150c

650 °C

Acetylene-air
do.
do.

2.5% acet.
20% acet.
50% acet.

550°G
405 ®c
370

620°G
450 °C
375

Ether-air
do.

Rich in ether.
10% ether.

Carbonmonoxide-air
do.
do.
do.
do.

48.5% CO.
64% GO.
30% GO.
9% GO,
1% CO .

. 145
173

350
400

465
440
450
460
500

500
465
480
460
500

430
445

430
445

270
350

450
650

Carbonmonoxide-hydrogen22% GO; 11% H2
air.
do.
6% CO; 3% Hg
30% hexane.
5%
do.

Hexane-air.
do.

2.

Mechanism of Chemical Reaction
dB Eiflg ,C.ojBbftgtiQn»_______

The delay in ionization during the slow combustion of lean
mixtures of hexane, hydrogen, etc. until h i ^ temperatures were reaolis^
mi^it appear to throw some light on the mechanism of chemical reactio®^
during combustion.

0/

The scission of the oxygen molecule into atoms
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0 — 0

— ^

— 0 — and — 0 —

would probably result in profuse liberation of electrons so that
hypotheses of oxidation and combustion at moderate temperatures which
involve this atomic separation are not so convincing as those in which
theoxygen molecule is incorporated as a whole, e.g. as when 0 = 0 bec! i
- 0 - 0 - and the formation of alkyl hydrogen peroxide from a hydro
carbon
R . CHj + Og

E . CH^ - 0 - 0 - H

Bone’s hydroxylation theory of the slow combustion of
hydrocarbons assumes atomic separation, e.g. in the formation of the
■
U
intermediate compound C - 0 H from acetylene
and the intermediate

III
C - 0 H
formation of alcohols from hydrocarbons.
E . CE^ + 0^ — >

R. CHg OH + 0

E.CH(0H)2->R.CH0 + HgO

The modern conception of the atom consists of a number of
electrons continually moving round a central charge of positive electrli
The number and arrangement of the electrons determine the chanical actin
of one atom on another, the number of electrons in the atom being ro#)
proportional to the atomic wei^t.

Electrical conduction arises from "Hi

drifting of electrons in the direction of the applied electric potentW
gradient and the energy of heat motion of these "free" electrons increal
with the temperature.

Eichardson^^ has shown that at sufficiently hi^

temperatures this energy is great enough to carry them out throu^ the
surface of hot bodies.

The emission of electrons by many quite diffor®

substances at h i ^ temperatures proves that they are a common c onstitW
of all forms of matter.
Electronic emission has been attributed by many writers to
chemical action and by others to the purely therml increase of electro^ |
kinetic/
15,?°^^ ^ Andrew, J.C.S., 1905, 87, 1232.
"The emission of electricity from hot bodies’,
’ 1921.
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kinetic energy, but neither viev/ has been established with certainty.
Richardson has fully discussed this question^^ (op.cit.) and the only
experiments vdiich can, without obvious objection, be quoted to support t
former point of view are, in his opinion, those of Haber and Just

]

and Just found that when drops of caesium or of liquid alloy of sodium
and potassium are attacked, at low pressure, by several chemically acdva
gases, the drops emit electrons.

It seems in this case that the electriS

are probably liberated by chemical action, the rate of emission being
proportional to the chemical action occurring.
Recently Rrewer^'^ found that ionization occurred during the
oxidation of ethyl alcohol vapour at temperatures well below that of ignl
where there appears to be no other accompanying phenomena vdiich could
rise to the ionization observed.

In his later paper ^5 (Nat.Acad.Sc.,

September. 1926) Brewer carried out experiments where chemical react ionj
ionic emission took place at a hot electrode, the reacting gases being
attenuated that the heat of reaction did not materially affect the
temperature of the electrode.

These experiments suggest that the gas

molecules are ionized at the surface by the combined image and contact
forces.

Starting at a distance of 10*"^c.m. from the surface the ions

thrown out by the processes of emission to a region of weak surface fore
where it is possible for them to combine with electrons to form neutral
molecules, vdiich are then able to escape from the surface region.

3 . Correspondence between Ionization and
Chemical Action.
_____________
The equation

i =

e ~

.........

1 . RP' e where/
\6
" "Ajm.der Phsik", t o I. XOTl, p.?08, 1911
"Phys.EeT.," 26, p . 635, 1925.

'XV

(l)
(2).
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where i and T are the current and absolute temperature respectively aid
A, a, B, b, are constants, are given by Richardson (op.cit.) for the ra
of thermionic emission for either positive ions or electrons.

These

formulae are approximations and althou^i (2) rests on a more solid
theoretical basis than (l) there is nothing to chose between them in
practice.
A third formula of a similar type may be deduced from the
thermodynamic equation used by Saha^^ for calculating the thermal
ionization of gaseous elements at high temperatures.

Saha’s equaticn

has been found to satisfy temperature variation of ionization in flamesj
of alkali salts

. From p. 140 of the latter paper we have

log^O ^
%ÿhere K

oT

"

-iOA8J
T

V

1
+2

log^Q T

- constant,

being the ionization potential.

i^T “5/2

_

are constants.

i =

e

................

(3).

where C, c are constants.
It has been shown^ that the ionization during slow combustio?
in a disperse system of liquid drops - air increases exponentially
the temperature.

Equations (l), (2), and (3) satisfy the results of

experiments with different systems equally well.
are taken as a typical case (see Fig.l 1).

i =

9T e

^

where
and

The results for un

The formula

A

= 3^, 4, 2 ,

^

are constants,

therefore satisfies thermionic emission, ionization in flames and
ionization in liquid drops-air systems during slow coabustion, since
each case, within the limits of experimental error, all points plotte
with/
lB„/
’Rhil.Mag.", 40, 478, 809, 1920; 41, 267, 1921.
19 Bennett, "Phil.Mah.", ill, January, 1927.

K
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with axes (log i

log T) and 1/T fall on strai^t lines.

The rate of chemical action is expressed by the equation
i “

where

Richardson concluded that since <f>

o( =

i = *

in the case of chemical action diffj

from that in the case of thermionic emission the emission cannot be due
to chemical action.

Brewer^ (op.cit.) has now accounted for this

difference.
The main features of correspondence between ionization and
chemical action are (l) Ionization in gaseous media increases very s'.
at first but Mdien once begun it accelerates very rapidly; (2) appréciai)

ionization occurs whenever combustion becomes appreciable; (3) substaml |
which promote combustion promote ionization; (4) the variation of the
of thermionic emission, ionization in flames and ionization in liquid
drops-air systems during slow combust ion and of chemical action with
temperature follow the same general law.
In the li^t of these results it seems very probable that tie
processes occurring at the beginning of and during combustion are (a) »
thermionic emission or thermal ionization; (b) as soon as ions are
liberated they form centred for chemical activity.

4.

Action of Iron Carbonyl, Lead Tetra Ethyl, etc,

on .alftw .C.Qmbttstion and Ionization.
The presence of iron carbonyl, lead tetra ethyl, etc. even
in traces, exert a great influence on slow combustion, delaying
spontaneous inflammation and altering the temperature at vhich incipi®*’!
combustion begins.

The formation of higher oxygenated substances

induce autoxidation is inhibited by the presence of the "anti-knocker®"'
the action appearing to depend on the thermal decomposition of these
metallic/
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metallic compounds yielding metal particles of colloidal dimensions
n

in a highly active state •

The metal particles also appear to act

a dual capacity of inhibiting peroxide formation and causing accelei
combustion at the metal surface at hi^er temperatures.
The results obtained in experiments with undecane and hesai
with and without iron carbonyl (see Fig.111) show the initial inMtil
of chemical change in slow combustion by the decrease in electron
emission vdiilst increased ionization at higher temperatures indicate!
catalytic action.
Experiments with hydrogen, hydrogen-air mixtures, hexane-a
mixtures, coal-gas-air mixtures and acetylene-air mixtures, with and
without iron carbonyl, lead ethide and nickel carbonyl, were nade at
temperatures up to ^00°C and in every case the addition of the orgMH
metallic compound was found to increase ionization sli^tly.

By a

special device (see Fig.l) only a trace of iron carbonyl etc. was
allowed to enter the stream of gases and then only for a few seconds
vdiilst the reading was being taken.

With CO-air mixtures there was a

rapid movement on the galvanometer scale as the "doped" gas mixture
passed across the electrodes followed by a return to the normal readii
after the puff had passed.

The fouling of the electrodes and tube c«

much difficulty in measuring the ionization and they had frequently
be thorou^ly cleaned during the experiments.
The mixture 67% CO + 33% H2 + air gave very striking result!
As a puff rich in iron carbonyl was passed through the combustion tab!
at 500°C. the current passing between the electrodes increased enori
The actual readings were:-

Temperature/

LOQ(GRLVO. D IS P T ) .
Z
3

H
B

LOO (05LVO. DISPT.)
2
3

s
B
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Temperature.

Galvanometer

Remarks.

■Blaplattaneat.
43000
500°C
500°G

Without Pe (CO)c

3 m.m.
25 m.m.
450 m.m. with
shunt 100
35 m.m.

500°C

With Fe (CO)
After passagé of
puff.

It was noticed that (l) the galvanometer reading did not
increase suddenly hut at first it moved gradually and then rapidly
accelerated till when the spot had reached the end of the scale its
velocity was very great, (2) after the puff had passed through the tuh
the conductivity decreased to its former order of magnitude, (3) there
sli^t persistence of increased conductivity.
Less striking results were obtained when only a trace of iron
carbonyl was present in the gas mixture.
The following are some typical results with the less effectif
mixtures.
TABU3 111.

Mixture

Strength
of mixture.

Temp.
°0 .

Remarks
Displaceap
m»a

Air
do.

100%
do.

up to 650
do.

. —•
with iron carbonyl.

0
0

Hydrogen
do.

100%
do.

up to 650
do.

with iron carbonyl.

0
0

Hydrogenrair
do.
do.
do.

50%
do.
do.
10%

up to 650
650
do.
570

Carbon monoxide
-air.
do.
do.
do.

10%

520

do.
do.
do.

600
550
600

Coal gas - air. 50%
do.
do.
Acetylene - air Weak
do.
do.
do.
do.
4(6 On/

610
do.
up to 470
470
500

mmwith lead ethide
with iron carbonyl
with lead ethide

0
2
5
40
0

4M
with lead ethide
do.

with iron carbonyl
»
with nickel carbonyl

2
2
7
10
20
0
1
-

#
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' On addition of iron carbonyl temperature rose suddenly
to 800®C and mixture exploded.
A mixture of air and iron carbonyl was passed through the
combustion tube and did not cause any movement of the galvanometer.
The addition of a puff of the H2 + CO mixture increased the conductivity
to a high degree as described before.

The temperature was not increased

by the puff and it must therefore be concluded that the intense
ionization and the chmical action occurring are intimately related.

FlgORE 1 .
A Air inlet; B Battery; C Carbon-monoxidehydrogen inlet; E Gold electrodes and platinum-rhodlum
thermocouple; E Electric furnace with resistance control;
G Galvanometer; E Screw clips; L Line Water; M Millivoltmeter;
N Soda lime; 0 Organo-metallic compound; P Caustic potash;
Q Quartz tubes; 8 Ayrton shunt; T Combustion tube;
W Cotton wool.

5.
1.

SpcBnftry-

The presence of electrons and liquid droplets in the

products of slow combustion appear to render the system sensitive to
inflammation.
2.

Mist formation and liberation of electrons appear to be

simultaneous.
3 • Ionization sometimes accompaaiies slow combustion especially
at hi^er temperatures and with rich mixtures.
4.

There are several striking features of correspondence

between ionization and chemical action.
5.
ionisation.

Substances which promote combustion appear to promote
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The above work was prosecuted at the Air Ministry Laboratory,
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, under the supervision
of Professor H.L.Callendar, C.B.E., LL.D^, P.E.S,, and with the help
of Dr.E.W.J.Mardles, E.I.C., to both of whom the author is deeply
indebted.
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Co n ten ts.
P a r t I ,—Electrical

Conductivity of Flam es containing Alkali Salt
Vapours.

P a r t II.— The

Thermal Ionization of Gaseous Elements at H igh
Temperatures—a confirmation ol the Saha Theory.
P a r t II I.— V elocity of Electrons in a Bunsen Flame.
P a r t I.
E l e c t r ic a l C o n d u c t i v i t y o f F l a m e s
A lk a li S alt V apo urs.

c o n t a in in g

Introduction.
h e main object o£ the experim ents described in this
paper was to find how the electrical con d u ctivity of
^ Bunsen flame con tain in g alkali salt vapours varies w ith
the temperature.

T

t Communicated by Prof. E. Taylor Jones, Ü.Sc., E.Inst.P.

y

]Mr. J. A. J. Bennett on

The tem perature of tlie flame was varied b y alterin g the
gas supply and by the addition of carbon dioxide. M any
papers on the con d u ctivity of salt vapours in flam es have
been published, but the effect of the tem perature o f the flame
on the con d u ctivity has not hitherto been in vestigated .
The variation of the electrical con d uctivity of flames
con taining salt vapours w ith the concentration of the salt
vapours in the flames has been in vestigated b y H . A . W ilson
(P h il. Trans. A , p. 6 8 (1 9 1 5 )), who found that the variation
of the con d uctivity (c) w ith the concentration (yf) for alkali j
salts can be represented by the equation
Ice

q
w here a and h are constants for any particular salt at a
given tem perature.
M ost of the previous in vestigation s on the electrical
con d uctivity of flames have been m ade in an ordinary
B unsen flame the tem perature of w hich is about 2000° Iv.
The m ethods used in the present experim ents are sim ilar to
those used by B. T. Barnes (P h y s. R ev ., F eb . 1924) except
that all his m easurem ents w ere done on a flame at about
2 000° K ., w hile in the present experim ents the temperature
w as varied from about 1500° K . to 2000° K .
D escription o f A p p a ra tu s.
The B u rn er.— A special burner is used w hich gives a
m uch steadier flame than other typ es of burners. I t consists
o f four quartz tubes sealed w ith sealin g-w ax to a brass
cham ber. F ig . 1 show s the arrangem ent. A short piece
of w ide rubber tu b in g connects the burner to a specially
constructed glass vessel, hereafter referred to as the sprayer.
The S p ra y e r.— I t w ill be noticed from fig. 2 that this|
vessel, besides fun ction in g as a sprayer, is the mixing |
cham ber of air, coal-gas, and carbon dioxide, as w ell as the;
fine spray of the liquid b ein g sprayed. A ir supplied by an I
electric pump (P ) enters the sprayer w hich contains
know n volu m e of salt solution, d istilled water, or some other
liquid. The latter is sprayed in the m anner shown in the
diagram s. The reason that the rubber tube (H ) is led well
info the sprayer is to p revent im proper m ixin g of the gas
w ith the air and spray w hich w ould otherw ise occur. The
rubber tube ( H ) leads the coal-gas and GOg into the spray
at its source.
The Coal-gas R egu lator.— T\ \ q gas before reaching 1
sprayer is passed through a regulator con sistin g of

E lectricity .in: F lam es.

12^

cylindrical jar ( J ) suspended from a balance w ith its open
end dow nw ards. This jar dips in to a larger one ( W 3) filled
with w ater. A n open vertical glass tube surrounded by one
of larger diam eter is clam ped over a sm all v essel (V ) of
mercury w hich rests on the top of the jar (J ). The gas
enters through the outer tube, w hich dips w ell in to the
m ercury, and escapes alon g the surface o f the m ercury into
the inner tube. The gas is also led into the space w ithin
the jar (J ). The arrangem ent is such that, when the gas.

Fiff.1.

A.
B.
0.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.

Anode.
Burner.
Cathode.
Solution sprayed.
Quadrant electrometer.
Flam e.
Galvanometer.
Rubber tubing.
A ir inlet.

K.
LL.
M.
O.
QQ.
S.
T.
WW.
Y.

Coal-gas inlet.
B attery.
Solid glass connexion.
Earth.
Quartz tubes.
Sprayer,
W ide rubber tubing.
Exploring wires.
A yrton shunt.

pressure increases, th e jar (J ) m oves upwards, pressing th e
mercury up again st the in ner tube and thus allow in g less
gas to flow. C onversely, w hen the gas pressure decreases
the jar (J) m oves downw ards allow in g more gas to flow.
After leaving the regulator the gas passes through a large
bottle (Bg), w hich sm ooths out small oscillations in pressure,
and in order to increase the sensitiveness o f the w a ter
P h il M ag. S. 7. V o l. 3. N o . 13. J an . 1927.
K
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m anom eter (Grg), w hich in d icates the pressure, th e gas
passes through a con striction (Og) before en terin g the
sprayer.
F ig . 2.

A . Cylinder of compressed COg.
B. Arm of balance.
B i, Ba, B 3 . Large bottles.
C„ Cg, Cg. Constrictions.
D. Salt solution.
G i, Gg. W ater manometers. .
Gg. M ercury manometer.
H . Rubber tubing.
J . Cylindrical jar.

M, Solid glass connexion.
P . Air-supply pump.
S. Sprayer.
T. W ide rubber tubing.
V . V essel of mercury.
W i, Wg. Jars of water.
W g. Jar o f mercury.
X . H eavy brass ring.
Y . Regulator.
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The A ir S u p p ly .— P art o f the air supplied by the pum p ( P )
escapes by bubbling through m ercury (W 3 ), thus secu rin g
constant pressure. The air su pp ly is regulated by alterin g
the current d rivin g the pum p. A n y sm all variations in
pressure are rem oved in the large bottle (Bg), and the
pressure is m easured by a m ercury gau ge (Gg) whose
sensitiveness is increased by u sin g a constriction (Cg).
The C O 2 S u p p ly .— A cylin d er (A ) of com pressed carbon
■dioxide is used to low er the tem perature of the flame w hen
required.
A fter passing through a regulator ( Y ) , the
CÜ 3 partly escapes by bubbling through w ater ( W i) to
secure constant pressure. S im ilarly to the coal-gas and the
air, the COg passes through a large bottle (B j) and a con
striction (C l), the w ater-gauge (G i) in d icatin g the pressure.
The F lam e.— The flame produced by burning the m ixture
■of air, spray, coal-gas, and CO 3 from the quartz tubes (QQ)
was very steady. On each quartz tube there was a w elldefined inner cone. I t is im portant that these cones should
bç free from an y unsteadiness, and it was on ly after pre
liminary experim ents w ith different burners and care in
producing a p erfect adm ixture o f the gases that the cones
refrained from jum ping slig h tly .
The E lectrodes.— Two platinum electrodes, m ade o f thick
foil, and w elded to platinum wires about 1 mm. in thickness,
are placed ju st above the cones in the flame (see fig. 1 ).
The horizontal distance betw een the electrodes was 3^ cm.
The platinum w ires are supported by covering them w ith
quartz tubes having a sm all bore. In this w ay the platinum
wires do not bend w ith the heat of the flame. Their ends
are fused into glass tubes w hich are supported on stands, the
platinum wires b ein g sufficiently lon g to prevent the ends of
the glass tubes g ettin g very hot. The cathode ( 0 ) is 1 cm .
■square, and the anode (A ) consists of a disk 4'5 mm. in
diameter surrounded b y a guard-ring 1 cm. square and
inner diameter 5'5 m m.
The disk is placed slig h tly in
front of the guard-ring to keep the latter from sh ield in g the
disk from the heat of the flame.
Conne.rions.— The electrical connexions are shown in fig. 1 .
The current from a battery of sm all cells (L L ) is passed
between th e electrodes. The quartz tubes (QQ) insulate th e
flame (F ). The guarded disk is connected to a galvano
meter (G ) through an A yrton shunt (Y) ; previous pre
liminary experim ents showed that the lin es of electric force
between the electrodes are p ractically straigh t across for a
small area, like that of the disk, in the m iddle of the
electrodes.
In this w ay the current passin g through a
known area of the flame is m easured.

K2
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The E xp lo rin g W ires.— Two fine platinum exp loring w ires
are placed 1 cm . apart in the flame, perpendicular to the
direction of the lines of force betw een the electrodes. These
w ires are covered w ith quartz w hich allow s on ly th eir tips
to be exposed to the flame, tbe w ires b ein g fused to glass
tubes supported on a stand. The w ires can be m oved about
b etw een the electrodes, and th ey are called ex p lo rin g w ires
because when they are connected to a quadrant electrom eter
the potential gradient can be measured at an y part of the
electric field betw een the electrodes. The cathode is coated
with lim e in order to reduce the electrode drop of potentials
a d iscovery m ade b y T ufts in 1904.
There is a region
betw een the electrodes w here tbe potential gradient is
uniform , and it is in this region that tbe ex p lo rin g wires
(W W ) are placed w hile m easuring the co n d u ctiv ity of the
flame. The quadrant electrom eter and tbe battery of
1 2 0
volts for ch arging the needle are supported on a table
w ith ebonite leg s.
M easurem ent o f the T em perature o f the F la m e.
To m easure the tem perature of the flame by m eans of
a therm ocouple is not very satisfactory because the thermo
couple is at a low er tem perature than the flame itself. The
m ethod used in the present exp erim en ts is that used by
B arnes {op. cit.).
A strong solution of a sodium salt was put in the sprayer
so that an in ten sely coloured sodium flame was obtained
W h ite lig h t from a gas-filled tun gsten-filam en t incandescent
lam p was passed through the flame, and its spectrum observed
in a direct-vision spectroscope w hich separated the D lines
very clearly. The tem perature of the filam ent was adjusted
so that the D lin es w ere not visible on the continuous
spectrum of the filam ent. I f the filam ent w as too hot the
D lin es were seen reversed as dark lin es, and if too cold they
w ere seen as bright lin es. The tem perature o f the filament
when adjusted is that w hen the D lin es w ere n ot seen and
w as measured w ith an optical pyrom eter supplied by the
Cam bridge S cientific In strum ent Company.
The flame is by no m eans at a uniform tem perature, the
h ottest part b ein g found to be ju st above the cones. It is
here that th e electrodes are placed, and it is here that
the tem perature is m easured.
D ifferen t tem peratures are
obtained by alterin g the pressures of gas and COg, the
air pressure b ein g k ep t constant, since an alteration in
the pressure of air wmuld alter the concentration of salt in
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the flame w hen salt solutions are b ein g sprayed.
The
follow in g table g iv e s the pressures of air, coal-gas, and
CO2 for the different tem peratures m easured :— :
Temperature
(o absolute).

Air pressure Ooal-gas pressure
GOg pressure
(mm. of Hg). (mm. of HgO).
(mm.gof HgO).

1920 .......

90

17

0

1870 .......

90

20

0

1720 .......

90

20

20

1670 .......

90

20

25

1570 .......

90

17

33

These tem peratures w ere m easured w hen sodinm -carbonate
solution was b ein g sprayed. I t is of course assumed that
the tem peratures rem ain unaltered when other salt solutions
are being sprayed so lo n g as the conditions o f spraying
remain the sam e. The pressures of air, coal-gas, and OOg
were very steady w ith the apparatus described above, and
no ditficulty at all was experienced in secu rin g constant
pressures.
M easurement o f the Velocity o f the F lam e.
The special apparatus used for m easuring the velocity of
the flame is shown in fig. 3 and w ill now be described,
■â. large w heel (W ) h aving four op en ings ( D D D D ) round
its circum ference is m ounted on the same shaft as that
turning a stop-cock (S ) w hich is open four tim es in each
revolution of the sh aft. A n electric motor causes the shaft
to rotate at about 2 0 0 0 revolutions per m inute ; the stop
cock is therefore opened and closed very rapidly.
During this exp erim en t distilled water is sprayed so that
anon-lum inous flame is obtained. A second sprayer con
taining a saturated solution of sodium chloride causes a
mixture of air and vapourized salt (A) to pass through the
stop-cock four tim es in each revolution of the shaft. There
after the m ixture enters the flame through a narrow horizontal
quartz tube (Q) placed at the bottom of the flame.
The wheel (W ) rotates in th e direction o f the arrow-heads
(DH H) with the sam e angular velocity as the stop-cock (S ) .
The flame w ill therefore be seen as m any tim es per second
^ the stop-cock is opened, w hen the flame is view ed through
the stroboscopic w heel. B y m eans of a pinch-cock the
pressure of air and salt spray can be dim inished till the
puffs disappear, or increased until the puffs are very lum inous.
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The shape and position o£ the pnffs can be seen from th e
diagram .
The flame is shielded from the draught of air caused by
th e rotation of the w heel by en closin g the latter in a wooden
F ig. 3.

77777777777

A . A ir and spray inlet,
B. Burner.
D , D , D, D. Openings on w heel.
F . Flam e.
P , P , P , P . Puffs of sodium vapour.

Q.
B.
S.
V.
W.

Narrow horizontal quartz tut
Fine solid quartz tube.
Stop-cock.
Vernier and vertical sale.
Stroboscopic wheel.

box w ith glass w indow s. The distance betw een the puffs is
m easured by in ser tin g a fine solid quartz rod in the flame
supported on a vertical slid e. T h e slide is provided with a
m illim etre scale and a vernier.
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I f V is the upw ard velocity of the flame in cm . per second,
n the num ber of puffs per revolution of the shaft, r the
number of revolutions o f the sh aft per m inute, x the distance
between su ccessive puffs in cm ., as seen through th e strobo
scopic w heel, then
A bout four puffs could be seen in the flame, the d istance
between su ccessive puffs b ein g nearly the same. The velo city
of the flame was m easured in this w ay for each tem perature
given in the preceding section . The valu es giv en in th e
follow ing table are m ean vaines obtained from a num ber o f
readings.
Temperature of Flame
(° K.).

Velocity of Flame
(cm. per see.).

1920

422

1870

419

1720

394

1670

387

1570

392

A m ou n t o f S a lt in the F lam e.
The am ount of salt per c.c. in the flame depends ort
(1 ) the am ount of solution sprayed per second ; ( 2 ) the up
ward v elo city of the flam e ; (3 ) the cross-section of the flame.
Ill the previous section w e have determ ined (2 ) for each,
temperature. W ith regard to (3 ), sin ce the flame is rect
angular ju st above the cones the cross-section can easily be
measured. The fo llow in g table g iv es the results obtained :—
Temperature
E.).

Cross-section of Flame
(sq. cm.).

1920

25x63=132

1870
1720

2 1 x 5 2=10 9

2 6 x 5 4=14 0

1670

2-0x 5 -2 = 1 0 4

1570

2-0x5-1=10-2

W e have now to consider ( 1 ) . S in ce the air pressure on
the sprayer is k ep t constant through out th e experim ent the
Volume of solution sprayed per second rem ains constant, n o
matter w hich solution is b ein g sprayed. The m ethod used
for determ ining th e volum e o f solution sprayed per second is
the same as that of B arnes {op. cit.).
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One hundred c.c. of sodium chloride so lu tio n ,not n ecessarily
o f know n strength, is put in the sprayer and sprayed for
three hours under constant air pressure (viz. 90 m m . of H g ) .
The contents of the sprayer are then em ptied in to a beaker,
and care is taken to see th at no solution is le ft in the w ide
rubber tu b in g (T, fig. 1 ) and the burner. The latter are
therefore washed out w ith d istilled w ater, w hich is then
em ptied into the beaker.
One hundred c.c. of the sodium chloride solution is titrated
w ith a solution of silver n itrate (not necessarily of known
stren g th ), and it is found that a volum e V i of silver-nitrate
solution is ju st sufficient to neutralize the sodium -chloride
solution. I f a volum e Vg of the sam e silver-nitrate solution
is ju st sufficient to neutralize the contents of the sprayer,
etc., in the beaker, after sp rayin g, then the fraction of the
salt sprayed =

1

—

I t is quite w rong to w eigh the sprayer and burner before
and after sp rayin g to obtain the am ount of solution sprayed,
because when the solution is sprayed for a lo n g tim e con
siderable evaporation takes place. In the experim ents to be
described later, w hen solutions of different salts are sprayed,
th e q uan tity of solution placed in the sprayer is always
100 C.C., in order that the conditions of sp rayin g should be
th e sam e as w hen the present exp erim en t was perform ed.
The num ber of litres (V ) of solution en terin g the flame
per second is g iv en by the equation :

Y = /1_
r

TOO___
V i/3 6 0 0 x 3 x l0 0 0

was found to be '1026.
W e have now considered ( 1 ), (2 ), and (3), and are in a
position to determ ine the am ount of salt per c.c. in the flame.
L et ni denote the num ber o f gram -m olecn les of m etal vapour
per c.c. in the flame, k the concentration of solution sprayed
in to the flame in gram -m olecules per litre, Gr a constant for
a n y particular tem perature ; then
m — G(h.
Gf is determ ined from the v elo city (u) of the flame»gases in
cm . per sec., the cross-section (a ) of the flam e in square cm.,
and th e num ber of litres (V ) of solution en terin g the flame
per second. Thus
Gr= V/u?;.
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The fo llo w in g table g iv es the values of G calculated from
this equation from the valu es of V , a, v already given :—
Temperature.

10" &.

1920

1'71

1870

1-62

1720

221

1670

236

1570

237

Since G has now been determ ined, m is know n for any
concentration (k ) of solution sprayed.
Specific C onductivity o f the F lam e.
If i am peres is the current m easured by the galvanom eter,
X volts per cm . the potential gradient m easured by the
electrometer, A square cm . the area of the guarded electrode,
the specific con d u ctivity ( 5 ) is given by the equation :
s=

amperes per sq. cm ./volts per cm .

The method of m aking an experim ent to m easure the
specific co n d u ctivity of the flame w ill now be described.
The burner and sprayer are rem oved and washed out w ith
distilled w ater.
They are then replaced and thorough ly
dried by air supplied by the electric pump ( P ).
One
hundred c.c. o f d istilled water, m easured b y a pipette, are
inserted in the sprayer. The coal-gas is then turned on and
lighted. A ir is supplied u ntil the m ercury pressui-e gau ge
registers 90 m m., and as the air pressure gradually increases
the cones in the flame b egin to appear and then grow
smaller and sm aller.
The flame w hen d istilled w ater is
sprayed is a non-lum inous one, very different irom the flame
when ordinary u ndistilled w ater is sprayed w hich contains
salt in sm all quantities, colouring the flame. The electrodes
become in ten sely lum inous, the guarded disk of the anode
being less bright than the rest o f that electrode unless the
guarded disk is placed slig h tly in front of the latter, as
shown in fig. 1 . This shows that the guard-ring had a
tendency to shield the disk from the heat of the flame.
When the pressures o f coal-gas and CO 2 are adjusted to the
various tem peratures, readings of the galvanom eter and
quadrant galvanom eter are taken.
The flame is then
extinguished.
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The burner and sprayer are rem oved as before, washed
o u t w ith distilled w ater, and thorough ly dried by air. One
hundred c.c. of the solution to be sprayed are inserted in
the sprayer and, as in the case w hen d istilled w ater was
sprayed, galvanom eter and electrom eter readings are taken
at each tem perature.
The m easurem ent of the con d u ctivity o f the flame when
d istilled w ater is sprayed before each m easurem ent of the
con d u ctivity of the flame w hen salt solutions are sprayed
serves a double purpose. Its first use is as a g a u g e of the
constancy of the apparatus. Secon d ly, to obtain the con
d uctivity of th e vapourized salt in the flame it is necessary
first to obtain the con d u ctivity of the flame w ithout salt, but
w ithout alterin g the flame in any other w ay. The spraying
o f d istilled water g iv es the flame the same vapour content
as when salt solutions are sprayed.
V ariation o f the C onductivity o f the F lam e without Salt
w ith Tem perature.
S in ce the con d uctivity (Vo) of the flame w ithout salt was
m easured before each exp erim en t on the con d u ctivity ( ct) of
the salted flame, a considerable num ber of values of o-q were
obtained. The curve shown in fig. 4 is therefore an average
one, and the valu es indicated on the diagram by sm all circle
are the average of the total num ber obtained during the
course of the experim ents. T hey are given in the following
tab le :—
T.

10:

1920

3-19

1870

2-74

1720

128

1670

ITS

I

1570

073

I

T hroughout this paper the tem peratures are expressed iftj
degrees absolute and the con d uctivities in a m p e r e s p e r square
cm. per volts p e r cm. I t w ill be noticed th at the conductivity
of the flame increases w ith the tem perature in accordance
w ith th e theory that th e flam e gases are ionized, electrons
and positive ions being form ed, and that there is equilibrinni
b etw een these electrons and positive ions and those flame
atom s w hich are not ionized.
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Calculation o f the Ionization P o te n tia l o f S alt-free F lam e
fro m Tem perature V ariation.
Saha showed (P h il. M ag. vol. xl. p. 478 (1 9 2 0 )) that the
thermal ionization of th e n entrai atoms (M ) o f gaseous
elements into p ositive ions (M ) and electrons (E ) is a sort o f
chemical reaction sa tisfy in g the equation :

M:t:ïM + Ê-U,
where U is the q uan tity of en ergy absorbed in the process.
The electron is assum ed to be a m onatom ic gas o f atom ic
weight 1 1836. The en erg y Ü can be expressed in term s of
the ionization potential (V ), w hich is the potential required
to give an electron enough en ergy to ionize a neutral atom ,
ff N is A vogadro's constant,
U = ( V e N ) / ( J . 3 0 0 )= 2 * 3 0 2 x 10* V calories.
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S in c e 2*302 X 10*/4’571 =; 5048, S ah a’s therm odynam ic
equation
TT
l o g i o K = - | ; ^ ; ^ + 2 - 5 l o g i o T - 6*56,
w here K is the ion ization equilibrium con stant, becom es
lo g io K = — 5 5 ^ ^ + 2 * 5 1 o g io T -6 * 5 6 .

.

.

(1)

I£ Kci and Kq2 are tw o valu es of the ionization constant
for th e flame gases at tem peratures
and Tg resp ectively,
logio (K.0 2 /K 0 ]) = ^t)48Vo^fjT — rjr^ + 2 * 5 logioTjr,

(2)

Vo b ein g th e ion ization potential for the salt-free flame.
L et P q denote the partial pressure due to the electrons in
the flame w ithou t salt, po that due to the p ositive ions, and
Pa that due to the neutral atom s. I f Kq is the ionization
constant for the salt-free flame,
EQ=: APO _ (_Po)
j9o = Po*
Po
Po
P q=P^ because the num ber of electrons in the flame is
equal to the num ber of positive ions, and the partial pres
sures are proportional to the num ber of ions present. The
con d u ctivity (ctq) is proportional to the num ber of electrons
present, the con d u ctivity due to the p ositive ions being
n eg lig ib le because their m obilities are so sm all compared
■with those of the electrons. T herefore
= A cTo5
w here A is a constant in versely proportional to the
v elo city of the electrons,
for if the num ber of electrons is kep t constant the con
d u ctivity w ould on ly increase by an increase in the
v elo city of the electrons.
It is shown in P a rt I I I . that
the v elo city of the electrons is n early in depend en t of the
tem perature. A is therefore alm ost constant for different
tem peratures.
I f P q is sm all com pared w ith P q, we have
Kq cc a f .
Equation ( 2 ) now becom es
2 1 o g ,„ ^ = 5 0 4 8 V „ ( 4 - +

.

(3)

P u ttin g
T i= 1 9 2 0 , T 2 = 1 5 7 0 , o * o i= 3 '1 9 x l O - \ o-o2 = 0*73 x 10-^
the value of Vq obtained is found to be 1 *8 .
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U sin g this value of Vq, Ko can be calculated for different
tem peratures from equation ( 1 ). The follo w in g table g iv e s
the results obtained :—
Ï.
1920
1870
1720
1670
1570

10‘
7 95
550
1 62
1 05
0-40

, .,
.....
,, .
,, .

10-T {’()5/ffo='
86
8-5
99
91
66

Since the last colum n in the table is nearly constant, the
value 1 * 8 for the ionization p otential of the salt-free flame
holds good for a tem perature variation of 350 d egrees.
V ariation o f the C onductivity of Cæsium Chloride and
R u iid iu m Chloride loith T em perature and Concentration.
F igu res 5 and 6 show the variation of the con d uctivity of
the flame con taining various salts in different concentrations
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w ith the tem perature. B y com paring these curves w ith that
for the salt-free flam e (fig . 4 ) it w ill be noticed that the
con d u ctiv ity of the salt-free flam e is several tim es less than
th e con d u ctivity of a flame con tain in g the spray o f a very
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dilute solution of salt. The follow ing tables g iv e the results
obtained, Jc being the concentration of th e solution sprayed
in gram -m olecules per litre :—
GsCl.
106(7.
T.
1920
1870
1720

Æ= 3 1 x l 0 - ‘ ^ = • 6 2 x 1 0 -1 k = l 3 5 x 1 0 -4 . Æ=2 5 x 1 0 -4 . /c=5-0Xl
12-1
7T3
3 81
1 45
237
93
5-61
183
313
135
069

I 'll

169

2-91

4-22

239

3'40

1-75

2'55

1670

058

0-87

1-32

1570

046

076

103

-
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RbCl.
10: (7.
T.
1920 ....

k~2xl0~^.
650

Æ =5x 10-6.
9-83

10x10-6^
16-35

1870 ....

5-28

8-10

12-60

1720 ....

2-58

3-18

4-67

1670 ....

2 CO

245

3-10

1570 ....

1-25

1-45

2-00

P art IL
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H

ig h

JSa h a T h e o r y .

H. A . W ilso n ’s equation, v iz.,

he
c^-1

5 + ac,

is obtained in the fo llo w in g w ay, under the assum ptions that
both the salt and som e con stituent of the flame are ion ized
and that there is equilibrium betw een the electrons and
positive ions form ed and the neutral atom s (atoms not
ionized). I f K , K q are the ionization equilibrium constants
for the salt and flame con stituent resp ectively,
K = p p / p , ............................ ( 1 )
K o = P o P / P o , ........... (2 )
p, p, p , po, po b ein g the partial pressures resp ectively due
to the positive salt ions, the electrons, the neutral salt atoms,
the positive flame ions, and the neutral flame atom s.
As
pointed out in a preced in g section, the con d uctivity is pror
portional to the num ber of electrons present, and therefore,
if c is the ratio of cr to o-q, A a constant,
A c = p = p - j- p o ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

(3 )

since the num ber |of j electrons is equal to the num ber o f
positive ions.
Assuming, as before, that p is sm all com pared w ith the
total pressure, w e have
p - f p = m R T , ............................(4 )
where R is the gas constant for one gram -m olecule.
3' preceding section w e have

From

w=ÆG..............................(5)
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From (1)

p=pp/K ;

therefore (4) becom es

also, from (2 ),
Po==PoKo/p ;

su b stitu tin g for p and po in (3), we g et
A c = /c G R T /( l + A c /K )+ P q K o /A c . .

.

.

(6)

W hen ^ = 0, c = l ; therefore p o K o /A = A .
Therefore ( 6 ) becom es
l’G R T /(A c —A /c) = l + A c/K ,
or
P u ttin g

- 1 ) = A /G R T + cA V G R T K .
6

= A /G R T ,

A ^/G R TK ,

kcl ic^ — l ) = b + ac,
and

E = 6 'G R T /u ........................................... {!]

S in ce a and h are constants for an y one temperature,
k c j [ d — l ) is a linear fun ction of c. The curve represented
by W ilson ’s equation w ill therefore be a straigh t line, t
ordinates and abscissae b ein g resp ectively k c f i d — l ) and c
I f th e straight lin e be produced backwards to (meet tb
kc/{c^ — 1 ) axis, b w ill be the ordinate at c = 0 . a w ill be tb
slope of the lin e. In order to obtain b accurately we musi
u se sm all values o f c, and therefore the solutions sprayei
m ust be very dilute ; but if c is so v er y sm all that —
v ery sm all, the error in Æc/(c* —1) w ill be v ery g rea t. |Hencf
those valu es o f c w hich are v er y sm all are of little use
calculate b accurately.
The results -which w ere obtained w ith rubidium chloridi
w ere considered th e best for calcu lating b. H . A . Wilsoi
showed in 1915 (op. cit.) that b is proportional to tb j
m olecular w eig h t of the salt. F or this reason the 6 ’s o
N aC l, K C I, and L iC l are too sm all to be calculated with ai
d egree of accuracy.
&
F ig . 7 show s the straigh t lin es represented by Wilsob|
equation obtained from the results o f rubidium chloride
different tem peratures.
In order that the b’s should I
obtained as accurately as possible sm all enough values of
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must be used. The curves for cæsium chloride (see fig.
do not give small enough values of c.

5

)

Fig. 7.
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The fo llo w in g table gives details of the calculations, the
last column b ein g the values of lo g io K calculated from
Saha’s theory on th e assumption that the ionization potential
of rubidium is 4 '154 ; the second last colum n gives the
values derived from the flame conductivities :—
T. 10"G.

IOVq. 10*>0.

lO^ff. 106

• log,o(CtBT). o b ïr ’v S ’. Theore“tkal

a

120... 1-71 317
*10... 162 274

-71

-25

2-02

6-305

5-436

-

9-26

-

9-26

-65

■34

1-24

5-093

6-401

-

9-51

-

9-58'

'20... 2-21 1-285
*10.:. 2-36 1-122

-32

-72

0-142

6-152

5-500

-10-35

-1 0-68

•26

1-24

0-054

7-736

5-515

-1 0 -7 6

-1 1-05

*10... 2 37 0-73

•18

1-45

0-022

7-352

5-491

-1 1 -1 6

-1 1 -9 4
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I t w ill be noticed that the ionization constants derived;
from the flame con d uctivities are of the same general mag
n itude as those derived from Saha’s therm odynam ic equation;
at the h igh est tem peratures, but there is considerable dis
p arity at the low er tem peratures. The results, therefore ,5
show that Saha’s theory holds good on ly at high temperatures.

P
V

e l o c it y o f

art

III.

E lectrons

in a

B

unsen

F

lam e.

F rom the results of the experim ents described in this paper,
the velocity of the electrons in the flam e can be calculated
in the follow in g wmy :—I f n is the num ber of electrons per c.c., u the velo city o il
an electron due to an electric field of one v o lt per cm.,
then
a-Q= une.
I f N is A vogadro’s constant,

p = nRT/]Sr.
Then, since N e = 96500,
u — crJ(J>G: X 965 0 0 ).
The follow in g table g ives the results calculated from tW
foregoing experim ents :—
T.

o-oXlOL

5X 10\

G xlO " .

1920

3T7

•73

1-71

w (cm./sec.).
2700

1870 . .

2-74

-65

1-62

2700

1720

1-285

-32

221

1900

1670

1-122

-26

2-36

1900

1570

0-73

■18

2-37

1800
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